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Abstract. InnoMetrics is the system that aims at collecting software
development process metrics in a non-invasive way to access and opti-
mize the development process and its efficiency. This paper demonstrates
the development and analysis of energy consumption of MacOS systems
based on the software process measurement data. It represents the expe-
rience of the development of MacOS system collector and Transfer, in
addition to the user interface and early analysis of energy consumption
metrics calculations.
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1 Introduction

The importance of energy efficiency of any system and devices becomes suffi-
cient property of the present Information Technology life. Thus, measuring and
what is more further analysis of energy efficiency and its prediction can be man-
aged by monitoring the software development process. Before going deep into
the software development process metrics let’s define what is the measurement
itself. The history of measurement can be divided into two generations. The first
generation is the Personal Software Process (PSP) - self improvement process
that helps developers to control, manage and improve the way they work. This
method can be called as invasive as it requires the direct involvement of partici-
pants in the data collection process. Users of the-invasive method should create
and print forms in which they log their effort, size and defect information. One
obvious downside of this invasive approach is the high overhead cost it entails.
The developers should often switch between development tasks and metrics col-
lection tasks, which imposes a high cognitive burden to the developers while the
second generation of measurements, non-invasive measurements, do not require
manual intervention of the participants during metrics collection [4]. The main
aim of the successful use of a non-invasive measurement system is to support the
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developers, the development process optimization and maintain the data privacy.
Innometrics is one of the promising software development process data collection
systems with automatic data collection and transfers to the server for further
data analysis. It allows the developers and managers to be aware of the process
strength and weaknesses based on the data from the developers performed. The
crucial insights are visualized concerning the metrics and analysis. The benefits
of such system can be counted as real-time process analysis on a daily basis, the
system can be accustomed to different levels of company sizes and audits of the
software development process and development itself can be monitored at the
same time.

2 Metrics

The first thing in the way to data collection framework was to perform a Sys-
tematic Literature Review (SLR) of existing research papers, energy-related met-
rics and best practices to collect data during the software development process.
The Systematic Literature Review surveyed more than 500 studies in the field
of software metrics collection and analysis. As a result, at about 170 metrics
were derived, and divided into 3 categories as code, product and process met-
rics. Based on the findings from SLR, we concluded that the mostly unexplored
branch of software development metrics is process metrics [8]. Besides, all the
tools observed during the research project consider static analysis of the code,
nevertheless, the process of developing the software still has no much analysis.
The main reason for this insufficient analysis of process measurements is the
absence of the tool. Furthermore, the process cost increases, since usually, it
requires the developers’ participation.

The system of InnoMetrics is developed based on the monitoring of the soft-
ware development process energy consumption and its efficiency, the developer’s
productivity. All direct and model-based measurements that involve usage of
third-party hardware tools to get energy metrics from various components were
considered out of scope of non-invasive software development process analy-
sis approach. The energy consumption of software applications was thoroughly
researched and concluded based on the research findings. Battery draining appli-
cations result in lower user experience and dissatisfied users [18]. Optimal battery
usage (energy usage) is an important aspect that every client must consider.

Application energy consumption is dependent on a wide variety of system
resources and conditions. Energy consumption depends on, but is not limited
to, the processor, the device uses, memory architecture, the storage technologies
used, the display technology used, the size of the display, the network interface
that you are connected to, active sensors, and various conditions like the signal
strength used for data transfer, user settings like screen brightness levels, and
many more user and system settings [18].

For precise energy consumption measurements, one needs specialized hard-
ware [21]. While they provide the best method to accurately measure energy
consumption on a particular device, such a methodology is not scalable in prac-
tice, especially if such measurements have to be made on multiple devices.
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Even then, the measurements by themselves will not provide much insight into
how the application contributes to the battery drainage, making it hard to focus
on any application optimization efforts.

The InnoMetrics system aims at enabling users to estimate their application’s
energy consumption without the need for specialized hardware. Such estimation
is made possible using a software power model that has been trained on a ref-
erence device representative of the low powered devices applications might run
on [15,17,19,20,22]. Based on the findings of the research, metrics like following
were investigated [10]:

– Software Energy Consumption (SEC) - the total energy consumed by the
software;

– Unit Energy Consumption (UEC) - the energy consumed by a specific unit
of the software;

Considering our profiling method and the tools available for us, the ability
to attribute the energy consumption was possible only at the process level in
coarse granularity. However, the hardware resource usage can fill the gap when
it comes to accurately relating Energy Consumption (EC) to individual software
elements hence enabling the computation of the UEC.

Profiling the performance requires a basic understanding of hardware com-
ponents that has to be monitored through “performance counters”, which is
possible in Windows System. While interpreting performance data for further
analysis, the context information has to be taken into account (e.g. hardware-
specific details).

To evaluate the Unit Energy Consumption (UEC) the following hardware
resources should be monitored:

– Hard disk: disk bytes/sec, disk read bytes/sec, disk write bytes/sec;
– Processor: percentage of processor usage;
– Memory: private bytes, working set, private working set;
– Network: bytes total/sec, bytes sent/sec, bytes received/sec;
– IO: IO data (bytes/sec), IO read (bytes/sec), IO write (bytes/sec).

Attributing some weights to elements of the UEC or by some reliable assumption
such as considering the power model to be linear in the nature for each individual
component, the SEC Metric is computed.

Besides, the energy usage can also be appraised using Performance Counter,
Performance Counter Category and related classes that are available with .NET
Framework. To be specific, by analyzing the MSDN documentation to attain the
goal of collecting energy related metrics, it was concluded that the information
about CPU time, Total Processor Time per process, CPU usage, Memory usage,
network usage that Performance Counter provides can be reliable.

The bottleneck in this situation is that it is difficult to match up constantly
changing application process IDs and names. The energy consumption of the
system depends on a variety of factors that are not limited to those which can
be collected using the above mentioned performance classes.
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2.1 MacOS Energy Metrics

In order to obtain energy-related data in MacOS devices, we explored some of
the APIs that MacOS provides. The first and most obvious tool was Activity
Monitor, an application that comes built-in every MacOS system. One of its
aspects is the Energy consumption, shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. MacOS energy metrics

The second column, Energy Impact, attracted our attention immediately.
We then wanted to figure out what these values (4.0, 0.6, 1.6, etc) represent. It
has been then brought to our attention that the definition of Energy Impact is
not precisely defined by Apple. According to Activity Monitor’s documentation,
the definition of Energy Impact says “Energy Impact: A relative measure of the
current energy consumption of the app. Lower numbers are better” [3].

As other documentation says “The Energy tab of Activity Monitor displays
the Energy Impact of each open app based on a number of factors including
CPU usage, network traffic, disk activity and more. The higher the number, the
more impact an app has on battery power” [2]. Both of these are vague, and we
needed a concrete way of obtaining this metric’s values.

One article on the Mozilla blog attempted to figure out a formula for this.
They indicated that the result of MacOS’s top command line tool which per-
forms periodic measurements of all kinds of metrics; including ones relevant to
energy consumption: CPU usage, wakeups and the power measure. The article
we mentioned above suggests running the following command to get the above-
mentioned information:

Yielding the results (trimmed):
top -stats pid, command, cpu, idlew, power -o power -d
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Table 1. Top results

PID Command % CPU IDLEW Power

50300 Firefox 12.9 278 26.6

76256 Plugin-container 3.4 159 11.3

151 Coreaudiod 0.9 68 4.3

76505 Top 1.5 1 1.6

76354 Activity Monitor 1.0 0 1.0

They go on to suggest that POWER measure is calculated using a simple
formula, and a specific configuration file (tuned for every machine’s architec-
ture). Using the findings from that article, we decided to use some of the most
impacting metrics (Table 1):

– Battery percentage
– Battery status (is charging or not)
– RAM measurement (how much RAM does the active process use)
– vRAM measurement (how much vRAM does the active process occupy)
– % CPU utilized (per process)

All of these metrics were obtained using the macOS command line inter-
face. E.g. to get the current battery percentage we used pmset -g batt, and for
other measurements we used the ps -axm -o command with varying parameters
(depending on the use case). It was also possible to use the top command, but as
we are performing periodic checks anyway, top was not necessary. Incorporating
these metrics and collection process to the InnometricsCollector was successful
and results are available on GitHub:

https://github.com/InnopolisUniversity/innometrics-agent-os-mac/.

3 Collector Development

InnoMetrics system contains of the following components [14,23,26]:

– Data Collectors - the separate for widespread Operating Systems (Windows,
MacOS, Linux) data collecting frameworks;

– Server - which includes analytic module of obtained data referring quantita-
tive and qualitative analysis;

– Dashboard - the component that responsible for visual representation of the
analyzed development process data.

The scope of the paper do not consider describing the data collectors for all
operating systems, nevertheless MacOS collector will be described thoroughly.
MacOS collector includes two separate applications using a service oriented
approach [25]:

– InnoMetrics Collector
– InnoMetrics Transfer

https://github.com/InnopolisUniversity/innometrics-agent-os-mac/
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InnoMetrics Collector is a daemon process, it runs in the background. The only
interaction the user has with the application is that the collector sits in the
background and collects data. It displays the user information (Fig. 2):

– User Name;
– System version and specifications;
– IP address;
– Mac address of the device;
– as well as the currently open application.

Fig. 2. MacOS Data Collector: Current Process

The Idle Time tab (Fig. 3) shows the total idle time and the top 3 application
that have been idle for the longest. In addition, the user can stop the process of
collection, as well as they can quit the app.

3.1 Metrics Being Collected

The data being collected on a per-process basis consists the following types:

– Metric type (app focus/idle);
– Application Name;
– Bundle Domain of the app (e.g.com.apple.finder);
– Bundle Path (where the app is installed, e.g. Applications/Yandex)
– Timestamp of the opening of the app/process;
– Timestamp of the quitting of the app/process;
– Duration of the process open (timestamp end-timestamp start);
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Fig. 3. MacOS Data Collector: Idle Process

– Tab Name (for browser);
– Tab URL (for browser).

After collecting the metrics, the system saves the current session with detailed
information (user name, login name, IP address, mac address, etc) only if it has
not been changed. Then it saves the data to a local database, allowing the other
app (MacOS InnoMetrics Transfer App) to send the data to the server.

Regarding the Innometrics Transfer app, shown in the Fig. 4, it is a sepa-
rate application. However, it is not a daemon, it is a GUI application which
allows users to see all the metrics that have been collected in addition to the
functionality of sending such data to the back end.

Fig. 4. InnoMetrics Transfer
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It consists of two main areas: the left bar and the process metric list on the
right. We have the feature to filter the processes based on keywords, applications,
by date. Also, the user can select multiple metrics and hit the Backspace key
to delete the metrics before sending them to the server (privacy feature). The
right panel presents the data obtained from the collector (connects to a local
database where collector was sending data). Finally, user can send the metrics
to the server. After selecting the metrics user wants to send to the server, and
hitting the “Send Metrics” button, user gets presented with a pop up (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Popup for sending data to the server

Merging InnoMetrics Collector and InnoMetrics Transfer. As men-
tioned above, there is a dependency between these two applications. One first
needs to collect data using the collector and then transfer the data using trans-
fer. The UX would be better if everything was done in the same application, not
requiring users to use both of the apps. That is why it was decided to merge
the two applications. As a result of this decision, no longer do the users have to
click on the submit button to send the data to the server. The data is automat-
ically and periodically being sent as they are using the computer, without any
distractions.

Auto Update Functionality. Desktop applications in general (deployed out-
side of the Apple App Store) suffer from the inability to update frequently [1].
That is why it was decided to implement the auto update functionality. For this
we used the open source framework for auto update of MacOS applications called
Sparkle (https://github.com/sparkle-project/Sparkle) [13]. It’s a widely known
and used framework that allowed to easily update our apps. As the two applica-
tions have been merged, there was no need to add the auto update functionality
to the Innometrics Transfer. After implementing this functionality, the process
of quickly iterating on versions became much quicker and it allows to become
more agile when responding to user feedback [5,6,11,16,24]. Let us stress that
the use of an open source application appears particularly suited as it enhances
the reliability and the adoption of the system, as evidenced in several existing
works [7,9,12].

https://github.com/sparkle-project/Sparkle
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4 Conclusion

To sum up, the system of InnoMetrics was developed for MacOS have been
described thoroughly throughout the paper. The energy-related metrics are eas-
ily derived from the device with the help of Activity Monitor service in the
MacOS. All kinds of metrics were derived and analysed based on the research
studies. MacOS framework consists of two basic components: MacOS Collector
and Transfer. The details of collecting data and its types, properties and their
transfer is integrated in the system. Furthermore, the User Interface developed
as a separate system - InnoMetrics Dashboard- for visual representation of the
collected data and analysis, was presented. In this report, we have presented:
the overall information how to get energy metrics in terms of MacOS systems,
a deeper view of how the data collector and transfer operate with the back-end,
displayed some results of development phase.

Further improvements of the system will be concentrated on the testing of the
system with the functioning industrial companies, adding the external agents for
deeper analysis of the software development process like Trello, GitLab, Github,
and others. Besides, future work will include exploration of data analysis patterns
and best practices for data analysis referring to the data records collected from
the Data Collector.
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